


















President Report
President of Inclusivity & Diversity
Abi Morris
Submitted: 10th September 2019

Please note I was on annual leave from the 2nd September to the 9th September so only three 
working weeks are being reported on. 

My three priorities this month were:

1. Black History Month 
2. Attainment Campaign 
3. Sexual Health 

Priority 1 
Black History Month 

Actions:

Society presidents emailed about events they are putting on 
Meeting with Ano (BAME Rep), Simeon and Steph to plan using ideas that Ano had 
gathered over summer
Regular meetings with Steph and other members of the union to organise events 
for Black History Month such as commercial deals and external speakers 
Meeting with Marianne to see what was happening at the university that we could 
collaborate on 
Continuous recruitment for the open Facebook group where people can suggest 
ideas 
Meetings with Marketing to discuss how we are going to promote everything

Outcomes:

Blood and organ donation planned (just waiting for the university’s final approval)
Cancer champion training organised to promote BAME awareness
Marketing designing a ‘raising awareness’ logo to use throughout the year on all 
awareness events 
Creating a hate crime reporting video to how what it is and how students do it 

How I told students:

BHM has been mentioned in almost all of my weekly updates with links to facebook 
group (see pictures below)



Graphics being designed to be posted weekly during BHM with the events taking 
place that week 
Official promotion will commence after WelcomeFest

Priority 2
Attainment Campaign 

Actions:

Meetings with Steph and Simeon about what we want to achieve and how 
Met with the Inclusive Education team from the University 
Recent changes to the EDI department led to a phone call with Bev Palmer about 
how this could affect us and how we could continue to support students

Outcomes:

Basic plan set out with the aim to write a report to the university about the 
attainment gap with recommendations 
Focus groups planned to begin in October as an event of BHM – I will be leading 
student experience groups that talk about how students are treated at university in 
a non-academic way and how we can change this – looking to gage some common 
themes from the first session so the following sessions can be tailored to these 
themes to get detailed feedback and discussions from students
Meeting set up with Phil Quin from the University who has now taken on some of 
the work the EDI department were doing to discuss what these changed mean for 
us 
Campaign planning session with Dows, Simeon and Steph planned for this week 
(12th September) to create a year plan on what we will achieve and how 

How I told students:

Students have not been informed yet – the campaign will be launched as a part of
Black History Month 



Priority 3
Sexual Health 

Actions:

Meeting with Liam from MESMAC to discuss their involvement in the upcoming 
year 
Email conversations between Liam and Andy K about potential of sexual health 
promotion on club nights 
Discussion about welcome week 

Outcomes:

MESMAC given me the go ahead to start pulling together a station on the second 
floor reception offering sexual health information, condoms and STI testing kits –
cannot however supply these for me so now need to source those 
Agreed to have MESMAC come to every fourth Tower night to give out condoms 
and advice – commencing after WelcomeFest 
Potential of MESMAC coming to the welcome fairs – depending on whether there is 
a stall available or whether they are allowed to come and just wander round

How I told students:

Also has not been communicated yet – waiting for confirmation about the welcome 
fairs and for when I am able to source testing kits 
Once this has been done and the kits are available a blog post will be written 
Will be posting on social media about the Tower night after WelcomeFest events so 
it doesn’t get lost in all of the promotion. 

Meeting of the Month
Complaints Procedure 

Which priority it helped:

Links to the policy section of my ops plan, looking at improving the policies relevant to my 
zone and role

Who it was with:

Jane Stafford (CEO), Kate Jude (HR Manager), Sophie Walker (Marketing), Leanne Spencer 
(Administration)

Outcome:

The complaints procedure policy originally written by Andy Costigan was edited and 
finalised. It was also planned how and when the new policy would go live, and what needed 
to accompany it such as a new online form, a guide to tell students how to make a 
complaint, where it would be accessible on the website and a flow diagram clearly showing 
the structure of the new procedure. This was then approved at the Membership and 



Participation Committee on 5th September with a few adjustments, and will be live on the 
website by the end of this week (Friday 13th September).

How I told students:

A blog post is being written to go on the website at the same time as the procedure 
informing students of the changes and how it affects them. 

Next month I will be focusing on:

1. Attainment Gap
2. By-elections and welcome fest 
3. Awareness days



President Report
President of Sports
Erin Pettit
Submitted: 5th September 2019

Please note I took annual leave from 11th September until 23rd September, this leaving me with only 
2 full weeks to report upon. 

My three priorities this month (19th August – 24th September) were:

1. Improving the profile of smaller AU clubs through better promotion.
2. Tackling inappropriate club behaviour by implementing mandatory CHANGES workshops for 

AU Presidents and Social Secs.
3. Communicating transparently with AU members and AU committee members.

Priority 1 
Improving the profile of smaller AU clubs through better promotion.

Actions:

 Arranged with marketing that they would help promote smaller/non-BUCS/less 
‘generic’ sports.

 Clubs sent me images and wording they would like to be used online – these have 
been sent to marketing.

Outcomes:

 Marketing have begun compiling these into posts for social media that will 
demonstrate the different things you can get involved in within the AU

 Hopefully these post will help clubs reach a wider audience, it will also hopefully 
boost morale of the AU who feel supported by the Union.

How I told students:



 I have communicated all of this online to AU Presidents and Social Secs (see 
screenshots of post below)

 This will be further communicated when marketing begin posting the images 
online.

Priority 2
Tackling inappropriate club behaviour by implementing mandatory CHANGES workshops 

for AU Presidents and Social Secs.
Actions:

 The CHANGES workshops have been organised for 27/09/2019. They are to be held 
in Wilb LR09. 3 x 1.5hr sessions will run with 30 people attending each session. 

 The date has been communicated to AU Presidents and Social Secs telling them 
that there will be mandatory training on this and that if they cannot attend they 
must send apologies.

 A reminder email is to be sent to AU Presidents and Social Secs on 06/09/2019.

Outcomes:

 The workshops will hopefully spark some interesting conversation and thoughts 
between the AU Presidents and Social Secs and will hopefully challenge their 
intentions for the upcoming academic year.

 I am hoping all AU Presidents and Social Secs can attend.



How I told students:

 Communicated to the relevant students via email and Facebook. I do not believe it 
is important for the wider AU to be aware as this could spark some concerns for 
new members.

Priority 3
Communicating transparently with AU members and AU committee members.

Actions:

 I have been doing ‘weekly updates’ on Facebook to highlight the stand out 
achievements of my week.

 I have been communicating with AU Presidents and AU Social Secs, using both 
contacts means less information is missed and the responsibility of sharing the 
information can be shared between 2 people.

 I have been asking for AU Presidents and AU Social Secs ideas on recruitment and 
how HUU can help them, they provided me with a list of ideas and I have been 
following up with progress on this in a ‘you said – we did’ close the loop approach.

Outcomes:

 My weekly updates are getting mixed interactions but I think it is good that the 
information is publically out there.

 Closing the loop with the AU Presidents and Social Secs has been really well 
received with one AU Social Sec stating “I loved the post on the page”, I replied 
saying thank you and explained I am doing it as part of my objective to 
communicate openly so everyone can see what I am doing and why, as well as to 
see the outcomes. She responded this is “something I am totally behind”.

How I told students:



 I have communicated weekly updates via Facebook (see below for a screenshot)

 I have closed the loop with AU Presidents and Social Secs in their respective 
Facebook groups (see below for a screenshot)



Meeting of the Month
Exec Comms Plan

Which priority it helped:

 Priority 1 – helped set a clear message of the plan for Welcome Fest (including 
when smaller AU clubs would get a special mention).

 Priority 3 – helped me have a coherent plan of what I will communicate throughout 
the year.

Who it was with:

 Isobel Hall (PRES)
 Abi Morris (PID)
 Tom McNamara (PA)
 HUU Marketing Team 
 Stephen Dowson

Outcome:

 The president team has got a coherent plan of themed weeks for the upcoming 
academic year.

 We can all see how our objectives fit in these weeks and can work together to 
deliver important messages.

How I told students:

 Mentioned the meeting in my weekly update.
 The themed weeks themselves will be communicated in due course with the help 

of material from the Marketing Team.

Next month I will be focusing on:

1. Improving the accessibility of sport by working with liberation groups (Black History Month –
Show Racism the Red Card)

2. Improving the accessibility of sport by working to improve the social sport opportunities at 
the University of Hull. (GIAG week and meeting Sophie planned)

3. Welcome Fest / Referendum / By-Elections
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